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End-to-End Security Protocol for Mobile

Communications with End-User

Identification/Authentication

Abstract

As great progress has been made in mobile communications, many related re-

searches on this topic have been proposed. In most of the proposed protocols

so far, it has been assumed that the person using the mobile station is the reg-

istrar of the SIM card; as a matter of, the previous protocols for authentication

and session key distribution are built upon this assumption. This way, the mo-

bile user can only verify the identity of the owner of the SIM card. This means

that the mobile user can only know that who registers the SIM card with which

he communicates. Note that the human voice can be forged. To make sure

that the speaker at the other end is the right owner of the SIM card, concept

of the password is involved to construct the end-to-end security authentication

protocol. In the proposed protocol, each mobile user can choose a password.

When two mobile users want to communicate with each other, either user can

request to perform a end-user identification process. Only when both of the

end users input the correct passwords can the correct common session key be

established.

Keywords: Authentication, Cryptography, Mobile communication, Session key.

1 Introduction

With wireless communications travel farther and wider and faster, the re-

searches on the topics concerned also get hotter. To assure that every user

is charged reasonably and that any conspirator cannot misuse the resources,

the authentication of the identity of the users must be ensured [7, 6]. Due
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to the special property of wireless communications that any piece of message

is transmitted through the open air it is an important issue to prevent trans-

mitted messages from being intercepted. Encryption is the best option before

the message is transmitted. There are two major cryptosystems ready for use:

the symmetric cryptosystem and the public key cryptosystem. The symmetric

cryptosystem is easily implemented with quite a low computation complexity,

but the public key system provides more versatile security services.

In one of the most popular mobile communication systems, GSM, to sim-

plify the computation, both the authentication and the data encryption em-

ployed symmetric cryptosystems. However, the improvement of hardware tech-

niques has by now also made it possible to use the public key system in the au-

thentication process. In other words, both user authentication and session-key

establishment can be based on the public key cryptosystems. The communica-

tion is based on the symmetric cryptosystem with the session key established.

In the previous researches, the focus has been on the secure communication

between the mobile user and the base station. Because the communication is

done through the open air, it is very easy for an eavesdropper to capture a mes-

sage [11, 15, 16]. However, even though the security between the mobile user

and the base station is assured, the communication between two base stations

is insecure. For example, if mobile station A (MSA) is visiting base station

A (BSA) and mobile station B (MSB) is visiting base station B (BSB). The

message sent from MSA to MSB will be encrypted by MSA and transmitted

it to BSA. After decrypting the message, BSA sends the unmodified message

to BSB. Finally, the message will be encrypted again by BSB and decrypted

by MSB. The message is not under protection between the two base stations.

Since that, any malicious user can intercept the unmodified messages between

the two base stations. To guarantee the end-to-end security, the two base sta-

tions should not know the unmodified messages and the messages should be
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encrypted by a session key.

To achieve end-to-end secure communications, some protocols have been

proposed [13]. The concept for achieving secure end-to-end communications

is to establish a session key between two mobile users for communication en-

cryption. Just as all the other protocols, mutual authentication is also needed

here.

In the protocols proposed so far, all information for communication and

authentication is stored in a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card or a smart

card. Like the secret and public keys for a mobile user, the public key of the

Certification Authority (CA), the certificate signed by CA for the mobile user

and the identity (ID) of the mobile user, etc., everything is stored in the card.

Therefore, it is assumed that the person using a certain SIM card is the same

person who registers the SIM card or someone authorized by the registrar.

Now, here comes the problem. If the SIM card is stolen, the conspirator

may impersonate the registrar to communicate with anyone. Note that the

voice can be forged. It can get really serious when the registrar is someone who

owns great power like the President of a country, the President of a company

or a commander of a military base. By stealing the SIM card, the conspirator

can impersonate the registrar to communicate with someone and make the

decisions at will. Therefore, it does not seem to be sufficient to authenticate

the identity of the user at the other end using the information stored in the

SIM card or a smart card.

To make sure that other persons cannot use the SIM card, the easiest way is

to set a password stored in the smart card. Before using the mobile phone, the

user is required to input a password. When the entered password is correctly

provided, the user can use the phone. In GSM system, PIN (Personal Identity

Number) can achieve this objective and is required at default. Furthermore,

the user can optionally decide the use of a password request. The user at
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this end cannot force the user at the other end to prove his/her identity by

employing the password function.

For effective speaker identity authentication, a new protocol is proposed.

By adopting a password into the protocol, any end user can request both of the

end users to process a double mutual authentication. When the communication

is not so important, the protocol lets go like others do. Each end user can verify

the identity at the other end with the certificate signed by CA. However, when

any end-user feels that the identity of the other speaker needs to be verified

furthermore, she/he can request a end-user identification. During the end-user

identification process, both of the users are requested to input their passwords.

When the passwords of both end users are correct, a new session key can

be established for communication. When one of the passwords of the end

users is wrong, a true session key will not be established. The password-based

authentication protocol provides the protection against fraudulent use of the

mobile set. Here, we do not focus on non-repudiation. Non-repudiation can

guarantee that mobile users cannot deny using resources provided by server.

Many researchers have been studied this feature. One-way hash function can

be applied to achieve the non-repudiation [8, 9]. We also can apply it to achieve

the non-repudiation in our study.

By involving the password in the protocol, this further identity authenti-

cation can be achieved. The certificate stored in the SIM card can be used for

the first authentication of the users’ identities. The password request can be

regarded as the double authentication process.

2 Review Of The Previous Protocols

In this section, a previously proposed end-to-end communication protocol will

be reviewed. Park proposed the protocol in 1997, and more details can be

found in [13]. The protocol is a certificate-based authentication and session
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key exchange protocol. The session key exchange protocol is based on the

Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol [3]. By involving two random numbers,

the session key for each communication between two users is unique. The

protocol is described as follows.

Let N and g be known to all. The secret key of the mobile user is XMS

and the public key is YMS = g−XMS mod N . In this same way, both secret and

public keys of the base station are XBS and YBS = g−XBS mod N , respectively.

Both secret and public keys of the certification authority are SCA and PCA ,

respectively. Let RMS be the random number chosen by the mobile user and

RBS the one chosen by the base station. The certificates of the mobile station

and the base station are as follows.

CertMS = (IDMS, YMS, dateMS, [h(IDMS, YMS, dateMS)]SCA
),

CertBS = (IDBS, YBS, dateBS, [h(IDBS, YBS, dateBS)]SCA
).

The certificate can be verified using the public key of the CA.

In the protocols described in this paper, the statement in each step means

the transmission direction and transmitted message between the MS and the

BS. The arrow means the direction of message transmission and the data

after the colon is the transmitted message. For example, the statement,

(MS ←− BS: gRBS+XBS , CertBS), means that the messages gRBS+XBS and

CertBS are transmitted from the BS to the MS.

Protocol 1:

1. MS ←− BS: gRBS+XBS , CertBS

After receiving the message, the MS computes ks = (YBS·gRBS+XBS)RMS mod

N = gRBSRMS mod N , where the public key of the BS can be obtained

from CertBS. The MS can also verify the CertBS using the public key

of CA, YCA.
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2. MS −→ BS: RMS + XMS, CertMS, f(ks, [IDMS, IDBS])

The BS then computes ks = (YMS·gRMS+XMS)RBS mod N = gRMSRBS mod

N and f(ks, [IDBS, IDMS]). The BS can also verify the certificate of the

MS.

3. MS ←− BS: f(ks, [IDBS, IDMS)

In the protocol above, the MS and BS exchange their certificates and the

parameters to establish the session key ks = gRMSRBS mod N . The function

f(ks, [IDMS, IDBS]) means to encrypt the message [IDMS, IDBS] with the

key ks. The identities are also encrypted and exchanged for authentication

and verification that a common session key is shared with one another. With

the common session key, ks, the MS and the BS can encrypt the messages

exchanged with each other over the insecure channel.

When the base station is not in the home system range of the mobile

station, the mobile station is thus served by another roaming network. We

assume that there is a CA in each network system and single trusted certificate

authority issues each network’s certificate. Each home system server maintains

a database of the public keys of CAs in other systems with which a roaming

agreement has been set up. The identity of the home register network of the

mobile station can be stored within the identity of a mobile station in the

certificate. In this way, according to the IDMS stored in the certificate, the

identity of the home network of the mobile station can also be known. With

this network identity, by searching the database in the system, one can find

the public key of the corresponding network system.

Based on Protocol 1, the end-to-end security protocol can be set up. The

protocol proposed by Park [13] is shown as follows. Let the two mobile stations

be MSA and MSB. MSA is served in a base station BSA, and MSB in BSB.

Protocol 2:
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1. AuthKeyA: In this step, the certificate of MSA will be verified by

BSA. A mutual authentication is performed successfully using Proto-

col 1 between MSA and BSA. At the same time, BSA can also compute

the key distribution information DHA = gRMSA
+XMSA mod N based on

RMSA
+ XMSA

sent by MSA.

2. CallReq: In this step, MSA sends a call request to request a commu-

nication with MSB. The certificate CertMSA
and DHA are transmitted

from BSA to BSB.

3. Paging and AuthKeyB: In this step, the MSB will be paged and the

certificate of MSB is also verified by BSB. Moreover, the necessary

information for the key distribution is also transmitted. After paging

MSB, a mutual authentication process is also performed between MSB

and BSB using the Protocol 1. At the same time, the key distribution

information DHB = gRMSB
+XMSB mod N can also be obtained by BSB.

4. DH1: In this step, the necessary information for key distribution will

be transmitted from BSB to MSB. BSB sends the certificate of MSA,

CertMS, and the information DHA to MSB. With the information, MSB

can compute the session key ks = (YMSA
· gRMSA

+XMSA )RMSB mod N =

gRMSA
RMSB mod N and RESB = f(ks, [IDMSB

, IDMSA
]).

5. DH2: In this step, the necessary information for key distribution is trans-

mitted from MSB to BSA. MSB passes RESB to BSB. BSB then sends

RESB, the certificate CertMSB
, and DHB to BSA. BSA then sends

them all to MSA.

6. DH3: In this step, MSA can compute the common session key with the

received information for key distribution. After computing the session

key ks = (YMSB
· gRMSB

+XMSB )RMSA mod N = gRMSB
RMSA mod N , MSA
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verifies RESB and then computes RESA = f(ks, [IDMSA
, IDMSB

]). RESA

is sent to MSB through the network. MSB can also verify RESA.

According to Protocol 2, two mobile users can establish a common ses-

sion key to encrypt and decrypt the messages exchanged with a symmetric

cryptosystem. However, in the protocols described above, there exist some

drawbacks. In Protocol 1, according to the second move between MS and BS,

MS transmits RMS + XMS to BS rather than gRMS+XMS mod N . Although

there is a random number in the message, it can still be viewed as to encrypt

the secret key of MS by adding a random number into the secret. Actually,

the channel between MS and BS is through the open air. This manner reduces

the security level. An illegal user may obtain the secret key of MS by solv-

ing a linear equation rather than a discrete logarithm problem. Therefore, to

transmit gRMS+XMS mod N rather than RMS + XMS is a more secure way. If

the power of computation of the mobile station is considered, the concept of

Server-Aided Computation can be employed to solve the problem [10].

The other concept is that in this protocol, as in other protocols, the au-

thentication process can only check the identity of the owner of the SIM card

or the smart card. It means that a mobile user can only know for sure that the

certificate of the other user with whom she/he communicates is valid. Hence,

the mobile user can only check the identity stored in the certificate and know

who the owner of the SIM card is. The mobile user can not make sure that the

person she/he is talking is truly the owner of the SIM card. Because the voice

can be forged, a conspirator may steal the SIM card or the whole handset with

the SIM card and impersonate the owner of the SIM card to communicate with

others. For example, a conspirator may steal the SIM card of the President of

a country and call the commander of a military base. The voice can be forged

of the President to ask the commander to launch missiles towards an enemy.

In the previous protocols, the commander can only make sure that the SIM
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card on the other end is actually owned by the President. The commander

can not check the actual identity of the speaker further.

To prevent this problem, a new protocol with end-user identification is

proposed below. Based on Protocol 2, this new protocol can provide the mobile

user with the ability to check the actual identity of the speaker. In other

words, the protocol can help the mobile user make sure that the speaker is

really the owner of the SIM card before the communication takes place. The

end-user identification means that the mobile user not only can check if the

certificate of the other user is valid but also check the identity of the speaker

by requesting some information only known to the owner of the SIM card.

With the information, a new session key can be established. Besides, when no

mobile user feels like asking for the double authentication process, the protocol

performs just like Protocol 2. This means that no redundant computation is

needed for normal communication. The new protocol will be described in the

next section.

3 Proposed Protocol

Similar to Park’s protocol [13], there is a CA in each network. Let XMS be

the secret key of the mobile user and YMS = g−XMS mod N is the public key.

In the same way, Let XBS and YBS = g−XBS mod N be secret and public keys

of the base station, respectively. Let SCA and PCA be the secret and public

keys of the CA, respectively. When the mobile user wants to register her/his

own SIM card for communication, the system will ask the user to choose a

password (SPWD) for end-user identification. The password is long-term and

does not change from session to session. The password will be requested when

the end-user identification process is performed. The session password is not

necessarily long; the length of the session password is decided as to make it

easy the user to remember. Therefore, the certificates of the mobile station
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and the base station are shown as follows.

CertMS = (IDMS, YMS, Y ′
MS, dateMS, [h(IDMS, YMS, Y ′

MS, dateMS)]SCA
),

CertBS = (IDBS, YBS, dateBS, [h(IDBS, YBS, dateBS)]SCA
).

There are some parameters to be further explained. Let SPWD be the

password chosen by the mobile user when she/he wants to get her/his own

SIM card of the system. Let L be the E(SPWD), where E(·) denotes an

expansion function of SPWD such that the length of L is equal to that of

the secret key XMS. Let X ′
MS be the result of the bit-wise exclusive-OR of

L and XMS; that is, X ′
MS = L ⊕ XMS. The result X ′

MS can be viewed as a

end-user identification secret key, and the corresponding public key will be the

parameter in the certificate Y ′
MS = g−X′

MS mod N . Note that this X ′
MS will

not be stored in the SIM card or smart card. The value of X ′
MS is obtained in

real time. There is only one secret key needed to be stored in the SIM card.

There are two public keys, YMS and Y ′
MS, in the certificate. YMS is used for

normal authentication process. Y ′
MS is used for double authentication process.

The certificate can be verified with the public key of the CA. If the cer-

tificate is valid, the user can be convinced that the information stored in the

certificate is true.

Based on the certificates above, another new protocol can be portrayed as

follows:

Protocol 3:

1. MS ←− BS: gRBS+XBS mod N , CertBS

Here MS computes ks = (YBS ·gRBS+XBS)RMS mod N = gRBSRMS mod N ,

where the public key of BS can be obtained from CertBS. On the other

hand, MS can also verify the CertBS using the public key of CA, PCA.

2. MS → BS: gRMS+XMS mod N, CertMS, f(ks, [IDMS, IDBS])
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BS computes ks = (YMS · gRMS+XMS)RBS mod N = gRMSRBS mod N and

f(ks, [IDBS, IDMS]). BS can also verify the certificate of the MS with

the public key of the CA.

3. MS ←− BS: f(ks, [IDBS, IDMS])

With Protocol 3, BS and MS can be mutually authenticated, and the ses-

sion key ks can also be established. In the second step, the message transmitted

is gRMS+XMS rather than RMS + XMS so as to ensure the security of the pro-

tocol. When one tries to obtain the secret key of the mobile station, to solve

logarithm problem is needed.

When the mobile users wish to perform a end-user identification process,

a modified protocol is needed to construct the whole end-to-end security pro-

tocol.

Protocol 4:

1. MS ←− BS: gRBS+XBS mod N, CertBS

MS computes k′s = (YBS · gRBS+XBS)RMS mod N = gRBSRMS mod N ,

where the public key of BS can be obtained from CertBS. MS can also

verify CertBS using the public key of CA, YCS. The mobile user is

requested to input the password (SPWD) to perform the end-user iden-

tification process. With the SPWD, MS then computes L = E(SPWD)

and X ′
MS = L⊕XMS, where the length in L is equal to that in XMS.

2. MS −→ BS: gRMS+X′
MS mod N, CertMS, f(k′s, [IDMS, IDBS])

Once BS receives the signal that MS requests to perform the double au-

thentication process, BS then computes k′s = (Y ′
MS · gRMS+X′

MS)RBS mod

N = gRMSRBS mod N and f(k′s, [IDBS, IDMS]). BS can also verify the

certificate of MS with the public key of the certification authority.

3. MS ←− BS: f(k′s, [IDBS, IDMS])
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The difference between Protocols 3 and 4 is that, in Protocol 4, when BS

receives the Double-Auth SIGNAL, it will choose the public key Y ′
MS rather

than YMS. When the password entered by the user is correct, the session key

can be established correctly. The Double-Auth SIGNAL is a signal that can be

sent by any end-user. If malicious user want to send this signal, the communi-

cation is blocked and the session key cannot be established correctly without

knowing X ′
MS. When an end-user wants to perform a double-authentication

process, she/he can send a Double-Auth SIGNAL to announce the user in the

other end and the base stations between she/he and the other end-user.

Based on Protocols 3 and 4, an end-to-end security protocol with end-user

identification can be established. To illustrate the procedures of the protocol,

let’s have a look at the three performance conditions as follows. The first

condition is that the communication between two mobile users is normal and

double authentication is not necessary. In this condition, the protocol performs

the same way as in Protocol 2. The second condition is that the messages

are very important and the pager requests double authentication process. The

third condition is that the receiver requests the end-user identification process.

In the double authentication process, both of the end users are requested to

input their passwords (SPWD) to establish the further session key. If one

of the passwords is not correct, the session key will not be established. The

protocol can be executed under these three conditions as described in the

following.

3.1 Normal Communications

In this condition, the protocol performs just the same way as Protocol 2. The

only difference is that Protocol 3 is used as a block to replace the function of

Protocol 1. The step 1 of this protocol is different from the Protocol 2 shown

as follows but others is the same.

1. AuthKeyA: A mutual authentication operation is performed successfully
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using Protocol 1 between MSA and BSA. At the same time, BSA can also

receive the key distribution information DHA = gRMSA
+XMSA mod N .

Then step 2 to step 6 of protocol 1 are followed and the session key ks

is generated to encrypt and decrypt messages exchanged between MSA and

MSB.

3.2 End-User Identification Started By The Pager

In this condition, the pager asks the receiver to perform the end-user identifi-

cation process.

1. AuthKeyA: After receiving their certificate, a mutual authentication is

performed successfully using Protocol 4 between MSA and BSA. When

a Double Auth SIGNAL is received from MSA to BSA, BSA can also

receive the key distribution information DH ′
A = g

RMSA
+X′

MSA mod N .

2. CallReq: MSA requests a conversation with MSB. The certificate,

CertMSA
, DH ′

A and a Double Auth SIGNAL are transmitted from BSA

to BSB.

3. Paging and AuthKeyB: After paging MSB and receiving their certifi-

cate, a mutual authentication process is also performed between MSB

and BSB using Protocol 4. At the same time, the key distribution infor-

mation DH ′
B = g

RMSB
+X′

MSB mod N can also be obtained by BSB.

4. DH1: BSB sends the certificate of MSA, CertMSA
, a Double Auth SIG-

NAL and the information DH ′
A to MSB. When MSB receives the Dou-

ble Auth SIGNAL, with the information received, MSB can compute the

session key k′s = (Y ′
MSA

·gRMSA
+X′

MSA )RMSB mod N = gRMSA
RMSB mod N

and RESB = f(k′s, [IDMSB
, IDMSA

]).

5. DH2: MSB passes RESB to BSB. BSB then sends RESB, the certificate

CertMSB
, and DH ′

B to BSA. BSA then sends them all to MSA.
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6. DH3: After computing the session key k′s = (Y ′
MSB

·gRMSB
+X′

MSB )RMSA mod

N = gRMSB
RMSA mod N , MSA verifies RESB and then computes RESA =

f(k′s, [IDMSA
, IDMSB

]). This RESA is sent to MSB through the network.

MSB can also verify RESA.

In this way, the session key k′s can be established and used to exchange

messages.

3.3 End-User Identification Started By The Receiver

To make sure of the identity of the speaker, the person being paged should also

have the right to decide whether or not to perform the end-user identification

process when the caller does not choose to. For example, when MSB is paged

by MSA, MSB may want to make sure if the speaker’s identity is indeed the

same identity stored in CertMSA
. In such a case, the protocol is performed as

follows.

1. AuthKeyA: A mutual authentication operation is performed successfully

using Protocol 3 between MSA and BSA. At the same time, BSA can also

receive the key distribution information DHA = gRMSA
+XMSA mod N .

2. CallReq: MSA requests a conversation with MSB. The certificate

CertMSA
and DHA are transmitted from BSA to BSB.

3. Paging and AuthKeyB: After paging MSB, a mutual authentication pro-

cess is also performed between MSB and BSB using Protocol 4. Once

BSB receives the Double Auth SIGNAL sent by MSB, the key distribu-

tion information DH ′
B = g

RMSB
+X′

MSB mod N can also be obtained by

BSB.

4. DoubleAuthRequest1: In this step, BSB passes the request from MSB to

BSA to perform a end-user identification process. BSB sends the certifi-
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cate CertMSB
, the key exchange information, DH ′

B and a Double Auth

SIGNAL to BSA.

5. DoubleAuthRequest2: In this step, BSA notifies MSA that MSB asks

to perform a end-user identification process. Once BSA receives the

Double Auth SIGNAL, BSA sends the certificate CertMSB
, DH ′

B and a

Double Auth SIGNAL to MSA. After the receiving of the Double Auth

SIGNAL, Protocol 4 will be performed between MSA and BSA. The user

of MSA is requested to enter the password, and then the key exchange

information will be obtained, DH ′
A = g

RMSA
+X′

MSA .

6. DH1: With the information received from BSA, MSA can compute the

session key k′s = (Y ′
MSB

·gRMSB
+X′

MSB )RMSA mod N = gRMSA
RMSB mod N

and RESA = f(k′s, [IDMSA
, IDMSB

]) .

7. DH2: MSA passes the RESA and DH ′
A to BSB. BSB then sends RESA

and DH ′
A to MSB.

8. DH3: After computing the session key k′s = (Y ′
MSA

·gRMSA
+X′

MSA )RMSB mod

N = gRMSB
RMSA mod N , MSB verifies RESA, computes RESB = f(k′s,

[IDMSB
, IDMSA

]), and then sends RESB to MSA through the network.

MSA can also verify RESB.

In the third step, Paging and AuthKeyB, if MSB requests to perform a

end-user identification process, then DHA will be erased by BSA. After Step

3, the process is similar to the execution in Section 3.2. The protocol can be

performed as the execution in Section 3.2 by just viewing the MSB as the

caller and the MSA as the receiver.

After introducing the protocol execution processes in the three conditions,

an end-to-end security protocol has been described. Actually, the double au-

thentication process can be invoked by one of the end users. When the process

is invoked, Protocol 4 will be performed at both of the communication ends.
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A new session key can be established after both of the end users enter their

correct session passwords.

4 Discussions and Security Analysis

Similar to the Park’s protocol, once the certificate for a mobile station has been

established as not valid; for example, the date in the certificate is not valid,

then the new certificate can be transmitted to the mobile station through the

network without affecting the security of the protocol. Because no secret value

in the certificate is exposed unwantedly, the protocol is secure.

To make sure that the proposed scheme is secure and can satisfy the re-

quired properties, the security under some situations will be examined briefly.

1. The certificate of the mobile stations and the base stations can not be

forged. The certificate of each participant in the system includes a sig-

nature signed by CA. Without the secret key of CA, the certificate can

not be forged. If one tries to obtain the secret key of CA from the public

key of CA, she/he needs to solve the discrete logarithm problem.

2. With the knowledge of the public key of the mobile station or the base

station, that is YMS or YBS, the secret key XMS or XBS can only be ob-

tained by solving the discrete logarithm problem. Even when an eaves-

dropper gets the information for a key exchange like DHA, before the

secret itself can be obtained there is still a discrete logarithm problem to

be solved.

3. With the knowledge of the information for key exchange of both end users

such as DHA = gRMSA
+XMSA mod N and DHB = gRMSB

+XMSB mod N ,

the conspirator can compute the values of gRMSA and gRMSB using the

public keys of MSA and MSB, respectively. The session key gRMSA
RMSB

still can not be obtained without knowing the values of RMSA
or RMSB

.
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Unless the discrete logarithm problem is solved, the secret values are

only known to their owners, MSA and MSB. It can defend against man

in the middle attack. No one can forge DHA and DHB and he/she can

only know the values of gRMSA and gRMSB . Therefore, the middle man

cannot attack our protocols.

4. According to the protocol described above, the session key can be ob-

tained using the equation k′s = (Y ′
MSA

· g
RMSA

+X′
MSA )RMSB mod N =

(Y ′
MSB

· gRMSB
+X′

MSB )RMSA mod N . If the session password of MSA is

not correct, the correct X ′
MSA

will not be obtained. It means that when

MSB tries to compute the session key with the corresponding public key

of MSA, Y ′
MSA

, the correct session key k′X = gRMSA
RMSB mod N will not

be obtained. If the X ′
MSA

provided is not correct, then Y ′
MSA

· gX′
MSA 6=

1 mod N . In the same situation, if MSB does not enter the correct

password, the correct X ′
MSB

will not be obtained. When MSA tries

to compute the session key using the corresponding public key Y ′
MSB

,

the correct session key will not be obtained. Furthermore, the owner

of the SIM card only knows the session password and the password is

requested to be entered in real time. Though the SIM card is stolen, no

one can compute the correct X ′
MSB

without knowing the session pass-

word. Therefore, if the session key can be established successfully, then

the user can be convinced that the one whom she/he is talking is the one

with the identity stored in the certificate.

The value of X ′
MS is computed according to the password entered by the

mobile user in real time as well as the secret key XMS stored in the SIM

card. When the conspirator wants to impersonate the mobile user, for

example, MSA, the conspirator must steal the SIM card of MSA and

force MSA to expose the password and then forge the voice of MSA.

Because the password is supposed to be known only to the mobile user,
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it is impossible for a conspirator to impersonate the mobile user without

being detected by the mobile user.

5. The protocols can against the replay attack. If an attacker wants to re-

play messages of MS, he/she first intercepts the messages {gRMS+XMS ,

CertMS, f(ks, [IDMS, IDBS])}. In next session, the attacker can replay

these messages to BS. Although he/she can be authenticated by BS, the

session key is not same. Once the BS cannot decrypt f(ks, [IDMS, IDBS]),

the BS can request MS to restart protocols. Furthermore, we can add

time-stamp against the replay attack.

5 Conclusions

In the previously proposed protocols, the speaker is always assumed to be

the one who owns the SIM card. Under such assumption, those protocols

have provided only the means to verify the identity of the owner of the SIM

card. The identity of the speaker can not be verified, especially when the voice

can be forged. The conspirator may easily impersonate some mobile user by

stealing the SIM card and forge the voice. In this paper, a new end-to-end

security protocol with end-user identification is proposed. By involving the

password into the protocol, any end user can request to perform a end-user

identification process. According to our protocol, when one of the end users

does not enter the correct password, the correct common session key will not

be established successfully. In this way, the user can verify the identity of

the one who is communicating with her/him. If the session key is established

successfully, both of the end users can be convinced that the one at the other

end is actually the right person with the identity stored in the certificate.

A brief discussion detailed how to make sure that the protocol is secure

enough and satisfies the required properties.
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